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Registration Form  

1ST SILAT SPRING VIENNA 
 

21.03./22.03.2020 with Guru Maul Mornie 

04.04./05.04.2020 with Guru Alvin Guinanao 

 

 

Location 
 

Will be announced via Email/SMS asap. (Vienna). 

  

 

Fees: 

 

Early Bird DISCOUNT registration till 10.01.2020! 

1 day = € 70,- 

2 days = € 130,- 

Book both seminars = € 240,- 
 

after 10.01.2020 

1 day = € 80,- 

2 days = € 150,- 

Book both seminars = € 280,- 

 

Your personal details  
(For registration we aks for complete information) 
 
Name:_____________________________________________ Date of birth:___________________________ 

 

Adress:_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Email:____________________________________ Phone:___________________________________________ 

 

I register for the following days: (please checkmark!) 

□ 21.03.2020 Silat Suffian Bela Diri with Guru Maul Mornie 

□ 22.03.2020 Silat Suffian Bela Diri with Guru Maul Mornie 

□ 04.04.2020 Silat Buka Lingkaran with Guru Alvin Guinanao 

□ 05.04.2020 Silat Buka Lingkaran with Guru Alvin Guinanao 

 

Payment 
The participation fees have to be paid at least 14 days after the registration via PayPal. 

Paypal: jbaierl13@live.de 

The seminar place is reserved only after successful receipt of payment. 

mailto:jbaierl13@live.de
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Cancellation policy 

 

The seminar can be canceled free of charge up to 6 weeks before the event, from 6 - 2 

weeks before the event 50% of the amount will be retained as a cancellation fee. From 2 

weeks before the event no refund is possible. 

 

DISCLAIMER 
 

We would like to point out that both events have different organizers, but they carry out the collection 

and the marketing together. The seminars themselves are carried out by the respective organizers 

on their own account. The organizer of the SSBD seminar is WarriorONE e.U. and organizer of the 

SBL seminar is PSVOE (Pencak Silat Verband Österreich). 

 
DECLARATION OF CONSENT AT YOUR OWN RISK. 

 

I agree that my participation in the seminars organized by WarriorONE e.U. and PSVOE (Pencak Silat 

Federation Austria) is at my own risk. 

 

1. I hereby expressly waive all claims - of whatever nature - from damage, injury or 

consequential damage that might occur in connection with my participation in the seminar. 

2. Liability on the part of the organizer or his representative is also excluded for damage to 

property. 

3. I assure you to be fit for sport. I have a doctor of my health insured. If I have renounced this, I 

do so on my own responsibility. 

4. In case of accident, damage or health risks, even those that are currently not known to me, 

the organizers Warrior ONE e.U. and PSVOE (Pencak Silat Federation Austria) assume no 

liability. 

5. Any diseas and sudden changes in mood such as noausea, dizziness, pain, rapid heartbeat or 

similar, I will immediately inform the coach or the organizers and possibly cancel the 

training. 

6. I am privately insured against accidents and injuries that may occur during the training. The 

same applies to the direct route to and from the training location. If not, it is at my own 

responsibility. 

7. I have fully informed myself of the contents of the disclaimer by reading it before signing. 

 

The contracting party agrees that his personal data, namely name, address, e-mail, telephone 

number and date of birth, for the purpose of passing on information to WarriorONE e.U. and PSVOE 

(Pencak Silat Federation Austria) are processed and stored. 

 

 

The data will not be shared with third parties. This consent can be revoked at any time by email to 

office@warriorone.at. The revocation does not affect the legality of the processing up to that point. 

 

 

 

 
________________________     __________________________________ 

PLACE and DATE     SIGNATURE 


